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Abstract

In 2017 Ocean Networks Canada (ONC), a research infrastructure operator, sought to redefine its core reporting metrics. We

asked, “which metrics should we hold as key, essential metrics to drive our organizational priorities and decision making?”

This question helped us define a collection of eleven sets of yardsticks, some inward-looking, others squarely focused on societal

outcomes. Here, we introduce the individual metrics adopted, insights they are helping us glean and some of their inherent

challenges. ONC’s core funding agency, the Canada Foundation for Innovation (CFI), continues to emphasize scientific output

as a primary criterion. We measure this by counting peer-reviewed presentations and publications resulting from use the facility

and ONC’s data archives. But this seemingly clear-cut metric has been a thorny one to define, track and grow. Training and

support for post-secondary students is another core reporting metric, however this measurement is also fraught with ambiguities.

Some of the easier metrics to track are those specifically related to facility operations, such as reliability and user satisfaction.

But we were perplexed by the question of how to measure “optimal use” of the facility, as mandated by CFI. Optimal use

is hard to define for an underwater infrastructure design like ONC’s, which can be flexibly extended with no hard limits on

hardware capacity, archive volume or data access. When it comes to societal benefit, our approach has been twofold. One set of

metrics examines technology transfer, grants and contracts. Another set focuses on our engagements and active collaborations

with governmental, indigenous and non-governmental organizations. However, some outcomes remain challenging to measure.

While it is straightforward to count up our external interactions and collaborations, how can we quantify their current and

future societal impact? These and related questions will be explored.
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Fruits of
Collaboration

Collaborations
8

MOUs, research agreements, 
national/international projects.

Scientific 
Contributions

1

Journal articles, conference presentations, 
book sections, theses, published datasets
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HQPs
(Highly Qualified Personnel)

2

• Undergrads
• M.Sc. 

Students
• Ph.D. 

students
• Postdocs
• Research 

Associates
• Technicians

Apples – Oranges – Lemons:
• Ph.D. = undergrad intern?
• Single = multiple 

engagements?
• Principal = supplementary 

data use?

internships, 
expeditions, 

thesis support, 
term projects, 

visiting research 
terms, 

workshops, 
training 

sessions

Why not count:
• Numbers of engagements?
• Hours spent engaging 

HQPs?

Tech Xfer
3

Technical reports*, 
licenses*, patents‡, 

spin-offs‡

health.mil

Informing Policy

9
Number of civil servants, NGO 

representatives, officials engaged.

Reliability
Ratio of ”non-compromised” to total 

deployed instruments.

7Community Interests
Community-based observatories address local needs
and interests, such as ”How thick is the ice?” in an Arctic 
setting.

Partnerships
A unique interdisciplinary partnership between ocean 
technologists and particle physics researchers is 
enabling deep-sea biologists to study bioluminescence 
using highly sensitive photodetectors installed for a trial 
neutrino detection array.

Engaging New Audiences
Working with indigenous communities not only enables 
scientific monitoring, but also supports skills and 
workforce development for youth seeking to forge 
careers in marine technology and locally relevant 
applied sciences.

Indigenous 
Engagement

10
Active partnerships with indigenous 

communities.

Satisfaction
6

Percentage of users* who are “extremely” or 
“moderately” satisfied with the facility’s:

• Infrastructure & instrumentation;
• Quality of data and data products;
• Online tools and data access;

• Responsiveness.

Optimal Use
5

Number of active data streams divided by 
average full-time equivalent staff count.

8585

130
= 66

Users
4

Registered or unregistered* users who access the data 
archive, online analytical tools or data products.

Ideally broken down by: province, country, sector.

* Removing login increased user counts

Abstract In 2017 Ocean Networks Canada (ONC), sought to redefine its core reporting metrics. We asked, “which metrics should we hold 
as key, essential metrics to drive organizational priorities and decision making?” This question helped us define a collection of eleven sets of 
yardsticks, some inward-looking, others squarely focused on societal outcomes. Here, we introduce the individual metrics adopted, insights they 
are helping us glean and some of their inherent challenges and ambiguities. 

ONC’s core funding agency, the Canada Foundation for Innovation (CFI), emphasizes scientific output as a primary 
criterion. We measure this by counting peer-reviewed presentations and publications resulting from use the facility and 
ONC’s data. But this seemingly clear-cut metric has been a thorny one to define, track and grow. Training and support for 
post-secondary students is another core reporting metric, however this measurement is also fraught. Some of the easier 
metrics to track are those specifically related to facility operations, such as reliability and user satisfaction. 

Perplexing is the question of how to measure “optimal use” of the facility. This criterion is hard to define for an underwater infrastructure design like 
ONC’s, which can be flexibly extended with no hard limits on hardware capacity, archive volume or data access. When it comes to societal benefit, our 
approach has been twofold. One set of metrics examines technology transfer, grants and contracts. Another set focuses on our engagements and 
active collaborations with governmental, indigenous and non-governmental organizations. However, some outcomes remain challenging to measure. 
While it is straightforward to count up our external interactions and collaborations, how can we quantify their current and future societal impact?

Periodic 
Evaluation

11

The metrics themselves are not 
set in stone, and are subjected 

to periodic review and 
evaluation: How could our 

measurements
improve?


